From contemplation we may become wise, but knowledge comes
only from study.
—A. Edward Newton

Colby Expansion Attains Hurried Pace
Complex BreakssGoergian Tradition
by Richard Goldberg

Colby College is now in the

Three Primary Projects
The program involves the construction of three main buildings—
a new co-ed dorm, a new KDR
ho u se, both now in the first stages
of construction, to the right of the
chapel, and a new field house
which has been started at the right
of the existing field house.
The dorm and KDR house have
been designed by Benjamin Thompson, the chairman of the department of architecture at the Harvard University school of design.
A Maine firm, Stewart and Williams, Inc. of Augusta have been
awarded the contract for the construction of this five building residence complex, Richard Hawley
Cutting and Associates of Cleveland and Washington, D.C have
planned the design for the fieldhouse, gym and swimming pool
complex, and the H P. Curnmings
Construction Company, Inc. of
Winthrop has been awarded the
contract for the initial phase of
construction on the athletic complex. This first phase comprised
the building of a foundation. Bids
for the second and final stages of
the complex will 'be received next
week.

For the past few years students
have been told that Colby will be
an all residents college and have
come back in the fall, di scoverin g
some men still required to live off
campus because of an insufficient
number of rooms. Now with the
co-ed dorm housing any men and
any women, and the KDR house
housing 40 men Colby will become
a resident college, hopef u lly by t h e
fall of '67.
The co-ed dorm will consist of
four interconnected three and four
story, split buildings, built into the
natural terrain of the Chapel Hill.
The modern exterior design of the
units will be very similar to the
design of the adjacent KDR unit.
But the interior of the fraternity
will follow more closely along the
lines of the other houses on campus.

process of its largest single constru cti on program sin ce the site of
the campus was changed to Mayflower Hill.
Not only is this, present expansion program, large in respect to
finances and the physical structures themselves, tout it is unique
in that it reveals a change in the
basic architectural pattern that
has been used on campus. The program is also unique in that it includes the first co-ed dorm to be
constructed on the campus, a tranBLUEPRINTS LAID FOR NEW GYM
sition from the traditional concept
Athletic Facilities Will Cover Three Acres
of the separation of the sexes at
Colby. Another innovation of the
present expansion program is a
fieldhouse housing a swimming
pool , squash and handball courts.
These athletic 'facilities will enable
Colby students to participate in
Lounges Featured
At a banquet held last Spring, tions, and Stu-G meetings. He will these sports for the first time on
The
four
unit co-ed dorm will be
Editor Derek Schuster announced contribute columns pertaining to campus.
divided
by
a
spacious lounge, with
the appointment of John Demer subje cts of national and internaspace
for dances and
sufficient
as Editor-in-Chief of the ECHO tional concern.
parties. Although there will be no
Others appointed to staff apfor the coming semester.
main dining hall in the new dorm,
Demer, a senior sociology major pointments were Judy Freedman,
kitchenette facilities next to the
from Chesire, Conn., has served Campus News Editor; Steve Stahle
lounge will toe used for special
the ECHO since February as News and Peter Jost, Features Editors ;
dances or luncheons. The residents
Editor. He is also a dorm counsel- Richard Lewis, Sports Editor; Jean
of the dorm will take their meals
or, Student Government Represen- Melusky, Layout Editor; Sue
One -Tear To Go
at Dana Hall,
tative-at-Large, and a member of Grigg and Jim Helmer, -CartoonThe 3.5 million dollar undertakthe Arnold Air Society and Zeta ists; John Morgan , Head PhotogThe new complex will be devoid
ing
is slated for completion in the of the dingy corridors of all too
Psi Fraternity.
rapher; and Dan DeNicola, Copy
fall of 1967. AH the facilities in the many dorms in manj' college?. The
Joining Demer on- the Executive Editor.
new field house should be avail- rooms will be fashioned along the
Board will be Penny Madden, who
Assisting in the Business Departable, and the co-ed dorm and KDR lines of a suite with f our to six
will be the new Managing Editor, ment will be the all-veteran cast
house
should be ready for occu- rooms on each corridor. All rooms
and William Goldfarb, who will of Lee Urban, Assistant Business
pancy
at that time, barring any will be doubles and will approxitake over as Business Manager,
Manager; Dick Foster, Advertisunpredictable
complications.
Miss Madden, a junior English ing Manager; Gil Congdon, Finanmate in size the rooms in Dana.
major from. Williarnsport, Pa,, is cial Manager; Howie Cutler and
The Ford Foundation match Both the rooms and corridors will
also a Stu-G Representative-at- Steve Wurzel, Circulation Managgrant given to Colby a few years have wall to wall carpeting.
Large as well as a member of the ers; Jon Eustis, Subscription Manago will cover part of the expenses The amount of study and lounge
LEONARD MAYO
Women's Judicial Board, Student ager; and William Vanderweil, Exfor the program. The college will area in proportion to the number
League, and Sigma Kappa Soror- change Editor.
oorrow, as in the past, the balance. of students housed in the dorm is
Assumes Pioneer Role
ity. On the ECHO she has held the
more than ample, larger than in
position of Features Editor.
most college dormitories. Each
Goldfarb is a junior government
group of four rooms has its own
major from West Hartford, Corn.
study hall.
He has served as Advertising ManThe planning of the dorms has
ager of the ECHO and is a membeen given special acoustical treatber of Powder & Wing and Tau
ments, a long step from the echo
Delta Phi Fraternity
chambers found formerly in the
velopment
of
life
.
.
.
PresideJiL
Stridor
describes
the
Dr. Leonard M. Mayo (Westenable
the
stunow
renovated Johnson and Aver"Our
intent
is
to
Demer will attempt to add a port , Conn.), distinguished so- professorship for which Dr. Mayo
degree,
to
to
somo
ill
and
found presently in all quad
dent
to
see
and,
more universal tone to the ECHO cial scientist and recip ient of nu- has boon chosen as another step
comprehend
the
interrelationships
dorms.
with bi-weekly columns by former merous awards and distinctions, by the college "to create a greater
The Averill parking lot, a pres?
Layout Editor DoWby Nutter, who has been named as Colby's first synthesis of its liberal arts pro- among academic disciplines. A libFive)
(Continuod on Page Sovon)
Pago
(Continued
on
is spending her junior year abroad Professor of Human Develop- gram within, and around , the deat Oxford, 'Another highlight will ment.
In his announcement, President
be a series of celebrity interviews
Robort
E, L. Stridor predicted Dr.
writton up toy junior Irv Faunce.
Mayo "would introduce a new
Furthermore, Phil Morrill will as- structural dimension into the colsume the newly created position lege's academic program."
of World Affairs Editor. Tho juPresident Stridor said, "Dr. Mayo
nior government major from Cum- will work closely with faculty and
berland, Me, is widely known students in seminars and discusaround campus for his flowery sions that cross departmental and
rhqtorlc at debates, demons tra- divisional lines .
"Ho will develop a continuing
continuing conversation among
such fields as biology, sociology,
psychology, philosophy, religion,
economics, an d education, studying
implications, of each from a primarily social orientation,
A Colby graduate, Dr. Mayo has
taught at Columbia and at Western
Rosorvo universities,
President Johnson has twico
named him to important posts. In
August of 1004' ho was appointed
vlco ohalrman, and chairman of
tho oxocutlvo committoo, of tho
President's Committoo on Employment of tho Handicapped. On May
11, 1006 tho President named him
to a now Presidential Commission
EDITOK DEMER
AKOHITKOT'S DRAWING. OF NEW DORMTOIW. COMPLEX
on Mental Retardation. Both posiStraying Farther Afield
Efforts Speede d Up To Make Colby A Residential Ca mpus
tions ho rotains

World News Promised
Under Demetf Editorship

Prof essor of Human Development

Dr. Mayo Assumes New iPositioii

EDITORIALS :

we'll all be getting more for our
money ! But aren't we still rushing through the first semester?
Didn't most students feel that the
January plan was long enough, if
not too long, last year?.
Actually, what one finds vaguely
irritating is not so much the changes that have (apparently) been
made, but the faculty's and administration's seeming inability to com-rff
municate with the average student !
and find out what he is really a
thinking. One advantage of a small §
college (and Colby IS small) ism
that those in charge have more jl
than a bare minimum of contact ^
among the people with whom they ty
are supposedly vitally concerned.
|
|

The Key Didn't Fit

Occurring af ter the final issue of the ECHO went to press last
May and amid the onrush of examinations, the selection of Blue Key
membership for the Class of 1967 went unnoticed by many at Colby.
Since the traditional method of choosing the members of this nonacad emic senior honor society had produced credible results in former years, there was little reason to expect any deviation last spring.
Only this time something went wrong. Somebod y threw a curveball.
It wasn't so much that there were any absurd selections. Hardly, for
we know each of the six new members, and each has made a distinguished record for himself at Colby. The injustice in the selections
was, however , that the accomplishments of at least f our of those not
selected overshadowed the achievements of some of the new members.
Since as many as ten. new members could have been tapped, the
Parietal Hours Panned!
>f
• _f
bare minimum of six was too low a figure in this case. If the retiring
Why is the issue of parietal i$
W HO WIL .L win ?
Blue 'Key members who pick their successors felt for some inexplicabl e
hours played down by the admin- j |
reason that six was the suitable quota for this year, then they made
istration? Why are 'there so many J-I
hard
feelings about the Coed dorm?.|
some bad mistakes.
Why is there so little privacy on |
How can a student who has founded and coached the Colby Laby Peter Jost
January Plan, which is six days campus? Why couldn't that absurd ;|
|
crosse Club, help ed ini t iate t he ex change dining program, and served
| This August, happening , to longer, and for our nine day sem- Coed dining room be painted ? Why H
aggressivel y and unselfishly as president of Student Government be 1 glance at the inside rear corner of ester break. Luckily too, our al- are "solutions" always just a few [|i
omitted from Blue Key ? Just how much more can one student do for the latest Colby College Bulletin in ready huge Thanksgiving vacation short years away? Why was a gun- • ;|
his school? If he hasn't demonstrated "leadershi p and an in t erest in my possession (Volume 65, No. 1), was not padded beyond its normal carrying trooper officiating at the
|:
four and one-half days.
sale of books ? Is the Colby Bu- )-|
f u lfilling the n eeds of the college", then who has? If the president of I was startled to find myself due
Perpetration Unknown
back on Mayreaucraey so rigid* that it is going s|
Stu-G, M.S.A., I.F.C , and the editor of the ECHO aren 't putting in
What*all these manipulations add to take organized student pressure
I flower Hill four
|f
the hours to help improv e Colby, we'd like to know who is. Yet none
idays earlier than up to is an extra three days in the and distracting threats to change if
of the occupants oE these time-consuming offices was named to Blue
|last year. Also, it first semester and a Jan Plan long- this uneasy atmosphere ? How do j |
seemed
that er by six days, in return for getting the Bowdoin, Middlebury, or Wil- , £f
Key.
had out six days later in June, O'f Hams administrations keep . an ;5|
I someone
The absence of these individuals in Blue Key may cause them a
j |mysteriously ex- course, we will probably never touch ? Will those in charge con- %
temporary disappoin tmen t, but in the long run the organization may
I tended the sec- know what mysterious personage tinue to add insult to 'injury by if?
be hurt. Because Blue Key is largely non-functional, it can gain resj .ond semester by is responsible for this turnabout, not even bothering to tell us of or %
but I suspect that it has something explain their actions? Oh well, |
pec t only t hrou gh t he wor thiness of it s membership selections. If it
six days.
|
to
do with the faculty's considera- leave it to the catalogue. But how |
fails in this primary responsibility, it stands to lose prestige. Some time
Reading on, -1
tion
for the lack of time in the much respect is there in a cata- ¦
!was relieved to
may pass befor e th e society recov ers the ground it lost last Spring.
first semester, and the undeveloped Iogue?
JOST
note that Christ• When certain circumstances surrounding the 1966 Blue Key appotential in our Januarys. Perhaps
. 'a
mas
vacation,
pointments are brought to light, the injustice becomes more apparent.
'
Again, as in the past, the admin- M
the decision just emanated out of
previously a scant half-month,
First, last year's members broke preceden t by failing to procure t he
Eustis, the gift of some denizen istration has. graciously declined to »¦
would contain an extra day. Ev- of that marvelous enclave. Anyway, burden our little minds with the i
activi ty sheet s which usually aid in the selection process. This induced
eryone knows that we desperately someone decided (apparently) to problem at hand. For this, needless {
the members to over-emphasize hearsay and character conflict s in
need this extra day to rest up for extend the school year. Just think, to say, we are all very grateful.
: ;|
making their decisions. Thus, because of unsubstantiated conjecture
. vs
.3
¦
and use of tlie blackball , the most logical choice of all was no t even
r - i~ i — • _
ir a.0 0 r it 0 t~ r _ _ ~ r- r _ — t— t~ .
^_,
.i
among those who were under ultimate consideration.
;i
citizenship
Controversial
SCOPE,
.
Obviously, Blue Key members should be picked on individual mersymposium projects, and a campus j
it rather than their compatibility since the organization has no urgent
action group are now all united .[
n eed for cohesion. Furthermore, since i t is perhaps too difficult f or
under the umbrella of IFA, and it I ;!
greater involvement last spring, re- is the hope of many that Colby stu- j
by Phil Merrill
the members of Blue Key to measure the virtue of the candidates,
fused to give his support to efforts dents will take advantage of these
contribution to the college should be the main perennial criterion.
'
Last year in the final edition of being made by . Student Governnew
facilities
i
.
It is of course too late to undo the injustice of last May. We can the ECHO I touched on a few of ment to have a representative on
As I mentioned earlier in the ar- '
only therefore suggest a new, fairer method for Blue Key selection. the problems that the preceding the Board of Trustees and at facultide, this is also an election year,
Clearl y, an hon or society is no place for the blackball system. Instead , semester had left unsolved. One ty meetings. As he suggested, it and here in Maine 's first district, '
members should be chosen b y consensus. Candidates should be listed of the main issues dealt with at might be inappropriate for him to we have an independent anti-war
that time was involvement, it toeing take a stand on these issues; howcandidate running for Congress, as ;
in order of the preference of each Blue Key member. Those receiving my opinion then and now that the
ever, I would hope that if the gen- well as an able Democrat and a >
the most points should be tapped. This revised method of selection Colby faculty and student body eral area of concern is a real one
Republican. Here the efforts of >
would insure a more objective and equitable basis for choosing the should do more to influence the to him, he would offer constructive
Colby students would be welcomed '
new Blue Key members and would place the premium back on per- Colby community as well as the and concrete counter-proposals. In by any team and here we can in ;
'
community at large. Since then
formance rather than compatibility.
some way affect the body politic
many
areas
we
must
work
together
President Strider, our TJSNSA representative, and the vice-president to create channels through which of the day.
In all these areas that I -have 1
of Student Government hall regis- Colby students can participate cretouched upon , arid many which j
atively in the declslon-nralclrig pro- have been omitted due to space,
tered similar opinions.
j|
This past summer Ann ette Buchanan , managing editor of the stuLast night at cess of this institution.
the seeds of progress have been j
dent newspaper at the University of Oregon , was found guilty of conthe first Student
sown. Our efforts this year will de- |j
IFA Involved Too
G o v e r nment
tempt of court for refusing to identif y seven persons who told her they
termine whether these seeds will i¦:]
IFA, as well as Student Govern- grow and bring forth fruit , or whe- if ,
meeting,
Al
were marijuana users.
ment, promises to foster programs ther once again we will experience i
Haughton
told
Miss Buchanan 's unwillingn ess to divul ge the names of these stuthe
gathering aimed at giving Colby their right of a year of sour grapes.
i
dents with whom she had an interview was entirel y justifiable. The
that if student
girl' s status as an undergraduate enabled her to gain the confidence
g o v o rnment
of students who would not have talked so freel y of their experiences
cannot make progress in this allto a professional reporter from an outside newspaper. Neither Miss
important
area it
Buchanan nor the marijuana users had any reason to believe that
should consider
they would become involved in criminal proceedings as a result of the
Isel'f useless. It Is
MERRILL
printed interview.
my opinion that
Bo* 1014, Colby College. Waterville, Maine
Ofllco: Roberta Union, Call TR 2-2791, Ext, 240
A ruling has never been made by the Supreme Court that freedom moro than anything else the sohool
Founded 1877, Published weekly except during vacations and examinof tlie press gives newspapers the right to protect their sources of in- year o'f 1960-67 will bo a year when ation
periods by the studonts of Colby College ; printed by tho EJagle
formation. The law should be flexible enough , however, to allow such Colby students and faculty must Publishing Co., Inc., Gardiner, Maine. Charter members of the New
England Intercollegiate Newspaper Association. Represented by Nationpotentiall y ^nli gtening dialogue to be printed on a college campus. make roal stops to become partici- al
Advertising Service, Inc. Subscription rates: Students $3,60; Faculty
pating citizens.
free; all othora $3.50. Newsstand prlco : fifteen cents per copy.
There is no need for such sources to be disclosed unless the public
Entered as second class matter at tho Post Offlco at Watorvlllo, Maine.
Tito Timo Is Right
interest clearly and urgentl y demands that thoy arc. In Miss BuchaAcceptance by mailing at special rato of postage provided for In section
nan 's case, her right to remain silent definitel y overrode the possibility This Is a fitting year for such 1103, Act of Ootober 3, 1017, authorized December 24, 1018,
offorts to bo made. This la tlio first
All opinions in this newspaper not otherwise identified are those of
that her information would be of urgent need to society.
year of program II, a stop toward tho COLBY ECHO. Mention the ECHO when you buy.
DEREK V. SCHUSTER '07
Surely if the law enforcement officers had investigated this parti- moro studont responsibility In tho BDITOR-ESr-Cini-P
EDITOR
ALFRED HAUGHTON '07
cular case full y, they would not have had to bull y a college student acadomlc aroa; this is an election MANAGING
HAROLD W. VESTERMARK, JR. '07
EXECUTIVE EDITOR
ROBERT B. BONNER '08
into such a disclosure, Miss Buchanan risked heavy fine and/or im- year ; and la It a year whon Colby BUSINESS MANAGER
•
•
*
*
*
organizations
such
as
Stu-G
and
prisonment for this princi ple, however, and we commend her for
Freodmnn
Judy
News
Editors
'08, John Denier '07
Intor-faith Association soom eager features Editors
Penny Madden f 08, Stovo Stable ?07
doing so.
to fight 'for an Increased creative Sports Editor
Richard Lewis '08
On another level, the ECHO shudders at this attempt to eliminate rolo for studonts. In somo areas wo Layout Editor
Joan Mclusky '09
Suo Grlgp '08, Jim Helmer '07
one of the more constructive channels open, to responsible collegiate already havo the machinery for Cartoonists
Photography
Jim Kntss '07
press. A campus newspaper should be subject to state law only in such inv ol vomont , but In many Copy Editor
Dan DoNicoIa '08
Leo Urban '08
cases involving slander and obscenity. It must be granted as free a areas, tho facJIItlos 'for real •par- Assistant Business Manager
Richard Foster '08
ticipation, aro non-oxlstonfc, It Is Advertising Manager
rein as possible in maintaining a health y atmosphere on campus. As
,.. Gil Congdon '07
hoi'o that roal and collective offorts Financial Managor
IIowlo Cutlor 'Oft, Stovo Wurzel '00
the ECHO p lunges into its seventieth year of publication , it can proud- must too mado. For oxamplo, Pros- Circulation Managers
Subscription Managor
Jon Eustis '09
ly look back on a history of non-interference by outside parties.
idont Stridor, after calling for Exchange Editor
William Vandcrwoil '07

A SHOT IN THE DARK

THIS YEAR AT COLBY

Injustice In Oregon

the
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Former Ail-American Named ; Bids to be Issued October 14
Assistant to Admissions Dean IFC Announces New Rush Rules

FRANK STEPHENSON

Hockey Standout Returns
Frank P Stephenson, who became an All-American hockey player at Colby College here, has returned to his alma mater as an assistant to the dean of admissions.
A native Of Ontario, Canada, the
25-year old Stephenson graduated
in 1962. He will replace Irving G.
Tolette on the Colby staff , who has
resigned to accept a position at
Keyes Fibre Company here.

In his new post, Stephenson will
assist Dean Harry R. Carroll. Also
an assistant to the dean is Miss
Ellen M. McCue, Colby 1961.
After leaving Colby, Stephenson
served three years in the army and
last year was player-coach of the
Leysin Hockey Team in Leysin,
Switzerland.
A philosophy major at Colby,
Stephenson served as president of
his class as a sophomore and was
an active member of student government and the men's judiciary.
He was president of the Powder
and Wig drama society and was an
editor of the Oracle, the Colby
yearbook. He is a member of
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity.
Stephenson prepared at Trinity
College School in Port Hope, Ontario. He is the son of Mr , and Mrs.
Edward C. Cayley of Plymouth,
N.H.
As an undergraduate, Stephenson played goalie for the hockey
team which, in 1961-62, compiled
and impressive 19-6-2 record and
entered the regional playoffs. Both
he and teammate Ron Ryan were
accorded AlkAmerican honors

it the college's earliest rush period
yet. The rules, printed below, have
been especially designed for the
short rush period by the Intrafraternity Council.
1. The Rushing Period will begin
Monday, September 12, at 12:00
noon and will end October 7, at
12:00 midnight. There will be a
quiet period from October 7, to
October 14. The house will be open
on Saturdays from 12:00 noon until 12:15 a.m. and on Sundays from
12:00 until 7:00 p.m. On weekdays
there will be rushing from 12:00
noon until 8:00 p.m. No fraternity
men may visit freshmen in their
rooms during this period.
2. Before September 12 fraternities may not entertain freshmen
in their houses or engage in any
rush activities.
3. No fraternity man may entertain freshmen in any drinking or
eating establishment off campus
until October 14.
4. Fraternities will be assigned
open smokers during September 1923. They will last from either 7:00
p.m. to 8:30 p.m. or 8:30 pan. to
10:00 p.m. No paid entertainment
will be allowed in these smokers.
5. Closed smokers will be ' assigned
from September 26 to October 7.
They will last from 6:00 to 12:00
p.m.
under faculty direction and carry
6 On October 14, at 12:00 noon
academic credits for satisfactory bids will be accepted . No commitparticipation. The Colby Eight and ments before this time are binding.
the Colbyettes are boys and girls The I.-F.C. strongly discourages the
singing groups respectively. They extension .or acceptance o'f such
are among the most popular such commitments.
groups on campus. They have a
7. The maximum number Of men
record for fall release. They will to which a fraternity may send
sing some of their songs at the fair. bids at the end of formal rushing
The Folksong Society holds fre- is the number obtained by dividing
quent get-togethers to present its the total number of freshmen by
favorite music.
the total number of fraternities.
Another popular association on
8. Bidding: 1. Each freshman and
campus which will be represented eligible transfer student will subat the fair will be the Colby Outing mit his preferential bid to the main
Club. This body incorporates three desk of Roberts Union between
divisions: ski council, Woodmen's 12:00 p.m. and 2:00 p.m. Friday,
council and yachting club, and October 14.
holds a number of outdoor and so2. A prospective pledge's signacial activities. The club makes year ture on his preferential bid list is
round use of a college-owned lodge
on Great Pond in the Belgrade grams to campus weekly.
The camera, Red Cross and Modlakes.
Politically the Young Democrats ern dance clubs will also be repand Young Republicans keep the resented at the fair, along with the
campus alive, especially during seven campus religious groups:, the
election years when their members Christian Science Organization,
Association,
often work for local Maine candi- Hillel, Inter-Faith
Roger
Fellowship,
StuWilliams
dates. There is also the Internath
e
Student
Religious
Liberals,
tional Relations Club which holds
and
the
dent-Christian
Association,
frequent meetings to discuss curCanterbui*y
Club.
rent events.
Sunday Cinema is a1 non-profit
organization which brings commercial movies to the campus Saturday and Sunday. A 50 cent admission rates is charged to pay for the
films. Another film group, Film
Direction , brings experimental proby Dan Woloshan

Many Activities Exp ected
To Be Shown at F air Tonite
When the doors oi Runnals
Union open for the annual Activities Fair, run by Frank Stephenson of the Admission Department,
33 campus organizations will be on
hand. They will run the gammut
from publications to theatre to
sports to religion.
Heading the list of organizations
are the members of the communications media, the Echo, Oracle
and Radio Colby.
The Echo is the campus newspaper. It employs a paid staff of
20 and numerous non-paid reporters. The weekly publication is
printed in Gardiner, Maine. The
Oracle is the campus yearbook
published in the spring of the year.
Radio Colby, WMHB, went on the
air during the 1963-64 year. It operates six nights a week. All of the
communications media are housed
in Roberts Union.
Powder and Wig is the school's
theatrical medium. It is under the
direction of Dr. Suss, the director
of dramatics and a member of the
English department. Four major
productions are staged each year
in the Little Theatre located behind
tho tennis courts, or in the Waterville Opera House , Students build
sets and design settings and lighting as well as act.
Music will be well represented at
the fair by eight groups. Foremost
among these aro the band , gleo
club and orchestra. All o'f these are

Last Monday, September 12, Col-

by's rush period started, making

JUNE COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES

J uniors Dick Hccnd and Al Haughto n Lead Processio n

WELLETT ALUMNI HOUSE DEDICATED
Happy Colby Veteran Poses With Wife At Ceremony
binding to the extent that he will
not be considered eligible to accept
a bid from any other fraternity until the expiration of an eight-week
p eriod.
3. Freshmen should feel free to
wait on submitting a bid ,
4. Invitations to membership in

a fraternity will be distributed by
the Dorm Counselors.
9. ^Eligibility: In order to become
a brother in a fraternity a transfer student or freshman must have
a minimum average of 1.8 for the
previous semester's work . Also,
(Continued on Page Eight)

Last Year 's Colby Hims'n Hers
Made Thems During Summer

William Savage to Linda L.
Farnham on August 26, at Wellesley, Mass.
Arthur J. Sills to Vaughn E. Jolly '68 on June 4, Waterville, (Lorimer Chapel)
Starbuck Smith JJI to Anna K.
Owens on August . 13, at Portland,
Maine.
Janet Stephenson to Robert
Whittaker on January 23, North
Andover, Mass,
Suzanne Walker to Donald L.
Astrem on May 5, Great Falls,
Montana.
J. Randall Williams, IV to Mary
Allen on June 11, South Weymouth,
Mass.
Carlton H, Winslow, III to Catherine O. Sweet, on June 25, Middletown, Conn ,
Elizabeth F. Peo to Samuel C.
Armstrong, on September 4, Ontario.
D. Barrett Blatz to Betty Littlojohn '67 on June 11, Lexington,
Mass.
Linda S. Buchhoim to Potor Wagcepting favorable offers by the ner '66 on August 6
, at Rutland,
Having found registration abom- committee on admissions has de- Vermont.
inable, the food palatable and tho creased slightly this year again
Michael W. Cutler to Toni W.
ducks affable, the sign bearers and (915 were invited, 866 accepted). Russoll on June 25, Stamford, Conn .
beanie bunnies of 1970 have initiat- But Harry Carrol, Dean of AdmisJ. Froderiek Eagle, III to Sarah
ed their four year exporienco at sions, emphatically indicates that T. Vaughn *66 on Juno 18, HalloColby College, bringing with thorn this decrease has in no way affect- well .
an Impressive record of collogo ed the quality of tho class.
John A. Field to Elizabeth WalkTho porcontago of students climb- er on August 25,
preparation,
West Hartford,
Colby ranked as first or second ing tho hill from prep schools con- Connecticut.
choico among more freshmen this tinues at a level consistent with
John IlaTrington, Jr. to Lydia L.
year than in the past. The class of figures of the past three years — Clark on Juno 18, Sharon , Mass.
'70, though not a great deal more about 23%.
Sally A. Loighton to Edward G.
What has and will contlnuo to NI block on Juno
capablo or better prepared than
18, Winchester,
tho class of '69, can claim slightly broaden Is thu geographical hori- Massachusetts.
sharpor advances in the College zons of the campus. Although most
Ann MaoMloIiaol to Robert A.
Boards elite 600 range, with a me- 'Students (66%) come from New Kimball '67 on May 8, Chorryfleld.
dian aptitude score sheet at the England , 25 states and 11 foroign
Diano Mason and Mo„rad Donllevel of tho top 17% of college countrlos aro represented In tho glan on July 30, at Windham, Now
class, including every West Coast Hampshire,
bound seniors.
state.' It should bo noted that 'five Linda Mitchell to
Loliuul Potter
Sovonty porcont of tho olass of tho olevon studonts from abroad
'07
on
Fobruarv
29
at
Augusta,
ranked in tho top one fifth of their aro Amorlcan cltlzons,
Janofc IB, Scott to Mark Kiorsgraduating class.
Tho students' reactions to Colby
toad
on Juno 3, .Watorvlllo, (LorDiversity within tho individual have, f or the most pa rt , boon favChapol).
imor
mombors and throughout the class, orable, Tho chango in tho fraternD. Wayno Winters ,o Rose J.
personally, geographically and ec- ity rush lows which combat dirty
DeSantifl
on Juno 25/ Orange, N.J.
onomically has boon maintained, rush ing, as a primary explanation
Diane Davis to Claudo Hacker
and this, fortunately, considering for what ono freshman called
on January 10, Maultonboro, N. H.
that tho porcontago of studonts ac- "equality, evon with a boanlo."
In an attempt to keep our readers abreast of social developments
at Colby, here is a partial list of
weddings involving members of the
last two graduating classes:
1965
Craig P. Chapin to Merrill L.
Barker '65 on August 6 at Yarmouth, Maine.
Edward Norman Dukes to Judith Stanley on October, 11, 1965,
Munich, Germany.
Dale O. Jewell to Jill E. Paley on
June 4, Pleasantville, N. Y.
Nicholas T. Locsin to Susan F.
Cook '67 in June, Thomaston.
Thomas J. Morrione to Nancy
Ryen on February 5, Locust Valley.
John J. O'Connor, Jr . to Gretchon Wollam '66.

Class o. 1970 Aj udged Most
Impr essive of Any on Pap er

Civil Disobedience
Is Our Only Hope
Against such direct action as the Civil Rights sit-ins, the student sit-m
of Sproul Hall is Berkeley, and draft-card burnings, it is always said that
they foment disrespect for law and order and lead to a general breakdown of civil society. Even when it is granted that due process and ordinary administration are working, because of prejudice, unconcern,
doubletalk, or tyrannical arrogance, nevertheless,. it is alleged, the recourse to civil disobedience entails even worse evils.
This is an apparently powerful argument. People who engage in civil
disobedience tend to concede it but to claim that, in the crisis, they cannot do otherwise: they are swept by indignation or outrage, the situation
is intolerable, they act for a "high er" justice or humanity.
Yet is it true that particular direct actions of this kind, which are always aimed at very specific abuses, in fact lead to general lawlessness?
Where is the evidence — e.g., statistics of correlative disorder in the community, or an increase of unspecific lawless acts among the direet-actionists themselves — to prove the connection ? Such flimsy evidence as
I have seen weighs in the opposite direction: e.g., cri m e an d deli n qu ency
have seemed to diminish where there has been political direct action by
Negroes; and the academic and community spirit of Berkeley this year
is better than ordinary.
On theoretical grounds, indeed, the probability is that a specific direct
action, especially if it is successful or partially successful, will tend to
increase civil order, since it revives the belief that the community is
ours; whereas the inhibition of direct action against an intolerable situation inevitably increases anomie and therefore general lawlessness. (Add
to this the increasing arrogance and lawlessness of the repressing forces,
as in the South or among northern police, when they feel they are "misunderstood" or are being legal against their own moral consciences.) The
enforcement of "law and order" at all costs aggravates the tensions that
lead to explosions like Watts. I have not yet read the book tout I think
that this is the thesis of Arthur Waskow's From Race Riot to Sit-in:
"creative disorder" increases civil order and diminishes anomie.
The conventional argument, that general lawlessness is increased by
specific •disobedience for political purposes, depends .on the sociological
proposition that law and order are by and large maintained by deterrence
and penalties. But in normal civil societies this is riot the case. People
who don't pick pockets refrain, by and large, not because of fear of arrest and jail but because of their upbringing, socialization, and sense of
themselves; and in these, fear and anxiety usually have an anti-social
rather than a social effect . Many criminologists and penologists would
agree, rather, with the anarchist proposition that there would be less
crime, especially serious felonies, if there were no jails, since jails are
schools of crime, most crimes are committed by repeaters, and fear
triggers panic behavior.
And in my opinion, contrary to the conventional argument, anarchic
incidents like civil disobedience are essential parts of the democratic
process. They are indispensable in the endless vigilance required for liberty, to keep the system of power approximate to the evolving moral and
political sense of the community. Direct action is part of the process by
which law is made. This was, of course, Jefferson's contention, for instance when he argued to free the rebels disarmed after Shay's Rebelion.
If they were punished, said Jefferson, others would be discouraged from
rebellion against what they judged to be tyranny, and this would be fatal
to democracy.
Given the berserk arrogance of contemporary nation-states in their
military-industrial combinations, their stockpiling of armaments, and
the actual wars they wage. I do not see any future for democracy except
in widespread civil disobedience. The chief hoipe is in the young.
Copyright Paul Goodman, 1966
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Williams Selected As Director
Of Basketball Hall of Fame

LEE WILLIAMS

Head Man In Hall
Lee Williams, the most successful coach in the annals of Maine
college basketball, while at Colby,
will be named Executive ' Director
,of the Naismith Basketball Hall of
Fame, it was revealed last night
from a very reliable source .
The Naismith Hall of Fame is
lo cat ed in Spri n gfield, (Mass,, and
Williams will take over his new
Tryouts for Ben Jonson's lusty
satiric
comedy,
"Bartholomew
Fair," have been scheduled by Powder & Wig for Sunday afternoon,
September 18, at 2:30 in Dunn
Lounge of Runnal's Union. There
are more than 25 roles to be filled
in this first P & W production of
the year, which will be perf orm ed
October 28 and 20 at the Waterville
Opera House.
A rousing, biting expose of
knaves and rascals, Jonson's . play
is forthright in language and unrestrained in action. The playwright imagines the world as a carnival and fills it with rich fools,
stupid officials and pretenders to
wit, all of whom he sees as fit prey
for bawds, pimps, thieves and con
men.
Among the most striking characters aro Ursula, the pig woman, a
huge cauldron of a female with a
vicious, bawdy tongue; Humphrey
Wasp, the very essence o'f irascibility with an angry mouth in a tiny
body ; and Bartholomew Cokes, a
stringy nincompoop.
The tryouts are open to all.
Scripts of the play are available at
tho reserve desk in the library.
Thoso trying out will be asked to
read a speech from the play. In
addition to the speaking characters, there will be an opportunity
for various specialty performers.
Acrobats, stilt-walkers, tumbl ers,
fire-eaters and sword-swallowers
aro especially needed,

duties immediately.
One of the few coaches in the
country with 200 victories Williams
is expected to" sign a three year
contract before the week is out.
Williams, who came to Colby in
1946, was supposedly on a Sabbatical leave which started last year.
The leave expire d this past June.
In taking over his new position
it is assumed that he will move his
family to Springfield this fall after
closing his summer camp, Crystal
Springs, which is located in Rome,
Third Director
Williams, who made college basketball in Maine on a par with
teams in New England and some in
the East, will be the third director.
The first was Ed Hickok, who
recently died and who worked
without pay. The second was Cliff
Wells, who served three years and
retired at the age of 71.
The Hall of Fame building, which
is costing about $450,000 has already been started and is being
built on the college campus. This
building will represent the game
nationally for everyone, the pros,
amateurs, CYO, YMCA, colleges,
high schools, etc.
Already between 50 and 60 coaches, officials and players have been
named to the Hall of 'Fame and
have already been inducted. As director, it will be Williams' job to
make it a National Shrine to the
game.

During his leave he came to the
conclusion that he did not want to
do any more basketball 'coaching.
He wanted to get into the administrative end of the game since he
had several years as athletic director at Colby.
The youngish looking Hall of
Fame boss came to Colby 20 years
ago and served 19 years as coach
and AD. He celebrated his 48th
birthday last month.
His records while coaching hoop
at Colby speak for themselves. 'During his early years he built the
Mules into one of the most fearsome cage combines that Maine
had ever seen.
At one time during his early career the Mules reeled off eight
straight state series championships,
never equaled in the state. His
greatest teams came during the
50's.
Williams' last year — 1965 as
cage coach — he watched his
Mules win their . 200th victory for
him, one of the few coaches with
such a number.
The former Colby coach was the
reason Maine colleges used to play
three game series. Now it has returned to two games a season .
When Williams left for his Sabbatical his coaching jo b was taken
over by Verne Ullom and chairmanship of the athletic department
went to John Winkin also baseball
coach.

Paren ts Weekend Set
For October 14 thru 16
Parents' Weekend, October 14will be highlighted by Danforth
Visiting Lecturer Alastair Reid, a
report from President Strider, a
football game between Colby and
Trinity, and a music and dance
performance by undergraduates.
Reid, a native of Scotland and a
poet who has been a staff writer
for The New Yorker, will open the
weekend with a lecture entitled
"Tower of Babel." In it he explores the variety of ways in which
language affects us today through
the mass media constantly bombarding us, His comments are designed to make us consider our use
.o'f words, and to make us aware of
the cumulative effect, f or better or
worse, that languago has on us.
The lecture, at 8:15 p.m. in Given
Auditorium, will be preceded by an
Open House in the Jotte Gallery of
the Bixler Art and Music Center
from 7-8:00 p.m.
On Saturday morning paronts
16,

may register in Miller Library, and
attend classes. President Strider
will speak about the college, its
present programs, and projections
for the future at 10:30 a.m, in Lorimer Chapel.
Luncheons will be provided at
11:30 at various places on campus:
for men students and their parents,
in Wadsworth Fieldhouse; for women students and their parents , in
dining halls in the dormitories .
Colby and Trinity will clash on
the football field at 1:30 p.m., and
following the game there will be a
President's Reception in Runnals
Union. Later on, "An Evening of
Music and Dance" will be presented by undergraduates at 8:30 p.m.
in Runnals.
The final scheduled event of the
¦weekend is Morning Worship at
11:00 a.m. in Lorimer Chap el. The
sermon, "This Revolting Generation , " will be delivered by Chaplain
Frederick M, Hudson.
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This Coup on Is Worth
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At Your Norge Laun dry
and Dry Cleaning Village
Elm Plaza Shopp ing Center , Waterville
Have a regular $2.00, 8 lb. load of dry-cleani ng
done for $1.50 with this coupon. Typical load : 10
sweaters , or 4 men's suit s, or 3 ladies' suits , or 3
top coat s, or 8 trouser s, or 9 dr esses.
Laundry washed , dried and folded
15c lb.
Free Pick-Up and Delivery
Telephone 872-9858

DR. MAYO ACCEPTS
(Continued from Page Une)
eral arts college, such as Colby,
provides a superb setting for this
pursuit.
"We are tremendously pleased
that Dr Mayo has accepted this
appointment."
Dr. Mayo, a member of the Colby board of trustees since 1957,
has received many distinctions. An
honorary doctorate of social science was conferred by Colby in
1942. He was presented the Albert
Lasker Foundation Award in
World Rehabilitation in ceremonies
at Copenhagen in 1963.
Dr . Mayo is former president of
the National Conference on Social
Work and the Child Welfare
League of America; he served from
1948 to 1956 as chairman of the
National Commission on Chronic
Illness; was chairman of Governor
N elson R o ckefelle r's State Council
on Rehabilitation; and is past
chairman of the board of directors
of the U.S. Committee of the International Society for the Welfare
of Cripples. He has been president
of the International Union for
Child Welfare since 1956.
'Born in Canaan, N.Y., Dr. Mayo
received his A.B. degree from Colby
in 1922 and followed with graduate
work in sociology and social work
at New York University and the
New York School of Social Work.
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IN THE PUBLIC EYE

The Colb y campus will be viewed by thousands in Grand Central est color transparency in the world. Its size is equal to 37,000 snapStation , New York City from September 19 to October 11 when the shots. The photograph required 41 enlarg ements to reach its present
Eastman Kodak Co. displays this scene as one of its f amous Color- dimensions.
amas. The picture will measure 60 feet long by 18 feet high, the larg-

Academic Freedom: Academic or Practical?

by Bill Jackson
Across the land, f rom Ohio to
North Carolina and from New Jersey to California, the real meaning
of academic freedom is being debated. The debate is not confined
to the campuses,

The controversy surrounding the
question has become a critical issue in the politics of several states
and, indeed, the nation at large.
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The debate engages not only heretofore obscure professors but governors, senators, and ex-presidential candidates. Academic freedom
is once again a national issue.
Freedom of speech on college and
university campuses has become inescapably intertwined with the
broader question of freedom to dissent in our society, and for many
is linked to specific movements or
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Geographically speaking, these superbly tailored
\
John Meyer niceties make their mark on any campus,
- • "' '
I Large overpla id swing skirt In lush wool $00. /
i Its snug ladder-cable Shetland cardigan $00.
J
\ Both In glorio us Fall shades, .
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grievances: the communist threat,
civil rights, Vietnam, The Dominican Republic and Berkeley.
In North Carolina, a "speakerban" law was hurriedly pushed
through the state legislature in the
closing hours of the 1963 session.
¦
This unique law prohibits "any
known member" of the Communist
Party, or anyone who has invoked
the fifth amendment's protection
against self-incrimination in loyalty investigations, from speaking on
state-supported college and university campuses.
The proponents of the law were
motivated by diverse concerns,
ranging from anger over civil
rights demonstrations in the state
capital participated in by some
U.N.C. faculty and students to general popular unrest over the "liberal" teaching at the state university.
One of the chief backers of the
law, State Senator Thomas White,
has candidly commented: "I don 't
believe there's a Communist . . .
over there (Chapel Hill) , but there
might as well be as long as the
people think there is. They need
to reassure people along this 'line, "
Governor Seeks Action
A special commission appointed
by Democratic Dan Moore has held
public hearings and is now considering proposals to modify or repeal
tho law; its recommendations aro
duo very soon. Tho Southorn Association ,of Schools and Colleges has
hinted at withdrawing accreditat io n un less contro l is returne d to
tho trustees,
(It should bo noted that such a
law has boon under consideration
In the state legislatures In at least
ten othor states : Alabama, California, Florida, Georgia, Now Hampshire, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Virginia, Wisconsin, and Maryland,)
Tho heavy hand of such a law
(or ruling to the same of foot) Is
folt In Its administration. Narrow
minded collogo and university administrators, worried about maintaining good rotations with stato
legislatures, can virtually control
tho flow of spoalcors from tho out-

side.

This danger is illustrated by
Ohio State's, "gag rule" and modification th ereof, which in effect
denied access to the campus to any
speaker not acceptable to the conservative administration. A kind of
administrative tyranny has prevailed under which the President
of Ohio State, Novice Fawcett,
bans from campus anyone distasteful to a faction of the trustees led
by former U.S. Senator John W.
Bricker.
Trustees Change Rule
However, a studont protest movement led by the Free Speech Front
and Students for Liberal Action
appears to have been successful
this year, In August, the trustees
voted a rule change which rests
final authority to invite speakers
in recognized students groups 'and
faculty advisers, with no limitation on who may speak. A rebuttal
can bo prescribed by tho faculty
council,
But tho years of struggle at
U.N.C. and Ohio State have taken
their toll in loss of faculty, tooth
incumbent and prospective. The
sense of alienation "caused by <an
atmosphere that stifles freedom is
currently portrayed by Profossor
Eric Solomon, formerly of Ohio
State, In THE ATLANTIC, November, 1965. Somo three hundred faculty mombors at tho University of
North Carolina have signed a document saying thoy will bo impelled
to seek posts elsewhere If accreditation Is lost.
Tho most heartonlng recent development is the failure of tho Republican candida_o for governor In
Now Jersey, Stato Senator Wayno
Dumont, to defeat Governor Richard J. Hughes In tho November 2nd
oloctlon.
Dumont's main Issue was his attack on Hughes for failuro to demand tho dismissal of a Vlot Cong
sympathizer on tho faculty of the
stato university (Rutgors). Governor Hughes mado It clear that ho
dlsagrood strongly with tho views
of Professor Gonovoso, but that ho
also bollovod In freedom of spooch

and a university free of political
interference.
Senate Enters Fray
Just recently a subcommittee of
the United States Senate projected
itself into the controversy on academic freedom . The Senate Internal
Security subcommittee staff , by
direction of Democratic Senator
Thomas J. Dodd of Connecticut,
published a report on October 20th
designed to show that the Vietnam
protest movement had been taken
over by Communists and extremist
elements.
Professors at several colleges and
universities were unfavorably identified with teachings. The report
contained much misleading and
false information, especially in regard to the University of Colorado.
(See The New York Times, October 29th, 1965). Senator Dodd expressed "regret" in a letter to the
president of the university, but
presumed to add: "I do feel that
there is a situation on your campus
which calls for attention. " The report had inferred Communist influence at Colorado.
What is at stake in these battles
is the raison d'etre of colleges and
universities, what Dean David
Truman of Columbia College has
called "an unembarrassed Intensity
about matters of the intellect , a
hierarchy of respect .
. for competence and imagination , an attachment to the fragile values of
civilization. "
To assert these "fragile values"
(Oomfcinuod on Pago Eigihlt)
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"THIS PROPERTY IS
CONDEMNED"
in color with
j
i Natalie Wood - Robert Redford
Sun. - Tuos.
'
| "A THOUSAND CLOWNS"
with Jason Rohards and
i
i "THE KNACK AND HOW
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TO GET IT"
i
with Rita Tushingham
Wed. - Sat.
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"LOST COMMAND"
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Graduations J eop ardize MULE S OPEN TOM ORR O W
"FI NEST IN FIVE YEARS"
Soccer Power Status

A record thirty-two soccer candidates including eleven Iettermen,
were greeted by coach Si Dunklee
last week as the Colby varsity „egan their pre-season workouts for
what should be a crucial year.
Last fall the Mules failed to nail
down the Maine State championship for the first time ever, although they did compile a respectable 8-3-2 record in overall competition. With the departure of cocaptains Terry Eagle and Rick
Zimmerman and foreign forwards
Abou Sylla, Izzet Incekara, and
Issa Karsheh among others, Colby 's status as a soccer power would
seem to be in distinct jeopardy.
But Dunklee recently pushed
aside all such pessimism by noting
several plusses. "We're much further ahead physically this fall,"
said the second year coach. "The
tremendous leadership of our captain (goalie Brad Coady) in conditioning the players is bound to
pay off in games. This year we
don't have as many name players,
but we'll have more hustle, and I
expect the individual efforts we receive in 1965 to be replaced by team
play. Whether we win or lose, I'm
sure that every opponent we meet
will know that they've been in a
real tussle."
The Mules' moderate difficulties
last year resulted not from any
lack of talent, but from the inability of the international players to
coordinate their varying styles of
play. This year Dunklee hopes to
mould his team around a few solid
performers. Greg Nelson, Switzerland's greatest contribution to Colby since cheese, anchors a line that
is otherwise quite inexperienced.
Coady lends his large, quick, and
sure hands to the cause as he starts
his third season in the Mule nets,
Nelson Key Man
Plans for the forward line call
for a four-man line. Nelson, who
may be used as a trailing center
forward, is expected to go the distance in most of the games. Seniors Phil Kay and Derek Schuser are the only other Iettermen who
played on the line last year. Rich
Beddoe, Bill Antonucci, and Bud
Evans are other leading candidates
for spots in a possible platoon sit-

Harriers Defend
State La urels;
Finkle Daptain

A cast of outstanding juniors,
plus a pair of unbeaten sophomores
will head the varsity cross-country
team, in the 1966 season,
With Tom Maynard (fourth in
the Easterns last year) and Jeff
Coady coming off the unbeaten
frosh squad, coach Ken Welnbel
can approach the new season with
hopes of another top-flight record.
Captain Bornie Finkle, Ken Borchers, and Dave Elliot aro the
mainstays from the undefeated
1965 varsity team . Kevin Burke,
Dick Kaln , Chris Balsley, and Jay
Gallagher are some of tho other
aspirants.
Welnbol has set an ambitious
schedule for his young team, with
an clovcn-mect agenda opening on
September 24 against Jersey City
Stato at homo. This meet should
prove novel in that it will bo run
during the halftlmc of the ColbyNew Hampshiro football tilt.
Tho harri ers aro at present running two practices a day In preparation for two of tho most importan t events oil tho season : tho
dofonso of tho Maine Stato Crosscountry Championship which tho
Mules won last year, and tho annual Colby Invitational on October
25, which will havo schools from
all over Now England participating,

by Richard Lewis
uation.
Coady's goaltending performance
looks forward to tomorrow's opener with Norwich and
John Simpson, Colby 's head football coach,
should be pivoted to the Mules' for- the rest of the eight-game schedule with optimistic eyes and crossed fingers.
tunes. But the defense in front of
Probably the biggest plus factor longer will it be necessary to rely as there are .seventeen returning
him will be fairly experienced and
experience. No on sophomores to fill key positions, Iettermen to keep the offensive and
extremely deep. Lettermen Al Gray, for the Mules is
defensive lines virtually intact.
Bill Walker, and John Cooper reIn any pre-season evaluation of
turn at fullback . Gray, a junior,
the Mules' aspirations, one must
proved to be a durable and steadfirst took at last year's most valuily improving player last year
able player, quarterback Bill LoveDave Watterson is the lone reday. By the time that last season's
turning starter at halfback, alsquad finally gelled, Loveday was
though a case of mononeucleosis
in exquisite form, hitting sixteen
should keep him on the sidelines
passes in a row against Bates to
for at least another week. But juset a NCAA record for the most
niors Pete Hobart, Dave Manning,
passes completed in a row in one
and Jerry Senger, who saw considgame. Bill, at 6-4 and 200 lbs., is a
erable game action last year, are
jack-of-all -trades who compliments
back. Furthermore, there are sevhis fine arm with strong individual
eral impressive newcomers to the
running efforts. Besides his runMule defensive picture including
ning and passing, he usually hanStu Giles; Mickey Jako, and
dles most of the team's punting and
Dwight Parsons. These are only
extra^point situations. Behind him
three of the- fourteen sophomores
are a pair of sophs, Ed Woodin
on the young squad .
and Bill Revett. Woodin showed esSeven Games At Home
pecially well in last -week's scrimColby's schedule is one game
mage when he threw a touchdown
shorter this year, but the quality
pass.
o-f the competition remains as
Line Averages %(T1
challenging as ever. The Mules will
On the offensive line, co-captain
open with four straight home
George Kay (185 lbs.) will hold
games and will play seven of the
forth at one end, with senior Steve
twelve contests on the Mayflower
Freyer (6-3, 185) , one of the top
Hill sod.
receivers in New England last
Prior to the September 24 openyear, at the other end. Charlie
er here against Norwich, the socHely (220 ) and Paul Martin (230)
cermen will entertain Farmington
are set to go at the tackle positions.
State in a 2:00 scrimmage at home
Bud Graff (185) and Dan Libby
tomorrow and will travel to Gor(200) are the guards, while Gene
ham State next Saturday for a
Bullis (200) is back at center.
similar engagement. Coach DunkA trio of hard-running backs will
lee expressed his belief that an enmake Loveday's job a bit easier.
thusiastic following at home games
Brett Halvorson will return to the
will be most encouraging to the atspot that he held last year, while
titude of his team and beneficial to
Bob Kimball, Colby's leading
its performance.
ground-gainer two years ago, reHOME FOOTBALL GAMES
Sept. 24 — New Hampshire
October 1— Northeastern
October 15 — Trinity
October 22 — Bowdoin •

FULLBACK KIMBALL RETURNS
Mule Backfield Expected To Receive Boost

Farewe ll Fenwa y, Hello Oma ha
by Bob Field

In the gloom of the visitor's locker room at Fenway Park following Colby's NCAA p layoff loss to
Northeastern last June, the sting of the old adage "baseball is a game of inches" was felt by each and
every member of the White Mule
team . An eighth inning home run,
which just barely nestled into the
bleachers , put the Huskies out in
front, five to four An uncooperative breeze caused •& ninth inning
drive to land an inch from the
foul line, thus denying the Mules a
possible victory.
Yet one game never determines
a true champion. A season is made
day by day, game by game. "Consistency " and "clutch" became synonymous with the greatest diamond
team in Colby history. In a wild
stampede of a campaign , the 1966
Mules sported a 16-2-1 record and
tho number one spot in Division
One of the NCAA. John Winkin,
last year's National College Coachof-the-Year , adequately summed up
the squad whon ho commented: "No
matter, what tho situation , wo could
THERE'S NO JOY IN WATERVILLE
always find a man with the ability
to do the job."
Expresses of Colb y Bench Tell Story Last J une
Who will ever forge t Eddio Phillip s' no-hitter against Maine in a Manforto wont through with his li\ ) , Bab Kimball, and third-team
30 mile-an-hour gale; or Jim loft leg completely bound and se- All-Amorlcan Pete Halgls: this was
"Yuke " Thomas' extra-Inning home cured by groat longths of "Ace" tho hitting core which anchored tho
run to beat Bowdoin? Equally bandages and tapo . Few know 'tho Mule team batting avorago around
memorable was Ken Lllley's "out personal grief of Bill Snow , Colby 's ,320. Back also Is, the' hcrolo littlo
of nowhoro" grab to savo tho AIC fino All-Maino firs t baseman , who pinch-hlttor , Dave Aronson,
game; and tho Incrodlblo team ef- playod tho campaign with tho
Tho pitching, with any kind of
fort to turn back Springfield In the knowledge that his father was luck , will carry on a fine tradition,
twilight, Who can 'forget tho groat gravely ill. It was courago that Roturnlng aro Jabar, Valllero,
pitching performance of Jo Jabnr, characterized this great team,
Judo, and rollofor Kimball. Tho
Dopartod from tlio ranks this nlnotoon sixty-six campaign has
Roger Vallioro, and Gary Elliot?
This was moro than a team which year arc Sal Manforto , Eddio Phil- now bocomo part o'f tho "hot stovo
achlovod many sohool and national lips (now pitching for tho Rod loaguo", As the crisp fall days aprecords. Tho Colby ' nine o'f 1903 Sox Onoonta, N.Y, f/u-m club) , and proach us, sovon pridofu l, hardrepresented tho opltomo of a neces- Bill Snow, Groat teams, howovor , nosod seniors begin to plan for
sary quality which Is not always do not sit back on past laurols and "noxt year "; a yoar that will ond,
visible on tho playing field , Few personal achievement. Roturnlng not with a pat on tho back at Fenpeople know tho pain which tho this year aro Jim Thomas (wh o lod way, but with a coldbratlon at
former great All-Amorlcan Sal tho nation with forty runs-battod- Omaha.

turns after a year's layoff . Also returning is Bill George. Absent from
Colby football scene for two years,
George was twice ECAC "sophomore of the month" in his first season. Alternating with him will be
a sophomore that coach Simpson
is expecting big dividends from,
Vince Cianciolo.
The defensive line will find twoway performer George Kay on one
end, with soph Jack Sherger at the
other. Co-Captain Lenny O'Connor
(230) and soph Dave Noonan (205)
will be the tackles, and John K&chej ian <180) is set at middle guard.
IAnebaclring Strong
Simpson 's
linebacking
corps
extremely
strong
should be another
point for the Mules, with Brett
Halvorson, Rich Habesian, and Vic
Conklin all returning. Steve Freyer will go at safety, with Bill
George and Tim Radley at the defensive halfback positions. Vince
Cianciolo should also see much action at this spot. Backupmen will
be seniors Rich Morkel and Dave
A ronson.
Colby's coach is also pleased with
tho progress of his reserve guards,
Art Brennan and Gary Lynch, and
with his ends, sophs Dave Blair
and John Kusiak . Kuslak will also
handlo the klckoffs for the Mulos
this season, Simpson feels that the
return of sophomore Bob Ahem
(210) further bolsters the ond position,
The biggest problem for Colby
will ho anothor bruising schedule,
which includes four major New
England powers : tho always awosomo Northeastern j Now Hampshiro (which last year, had Its bost
frosh squad In history) ; Sprlngflold (9-0 last year) ; , and Maine,
(tho 1008 recipient of tho Lambert
Cup as tho outstanding small collogo focvtbal? team In tho East).
Tho rost of tho schedulo Includes
Trinity on Parents' Weekend , Bowdoin, and Bates.
"If tho moralo stays nt its current high point , and If tho Mulos
got a couplo of quick wins, it
should bo tho 'first soason rut ,580 or
botltor for Colby In somo timo,'*
said Simpson.

COLBY EXPANSION
(Continued from Page One)
ent eyesore on the campus, will be
removed, giving way to a new lot,
hidden by trees near the new dorm.
Wide pathe which will lead f rom
the complex to the road at the base
of the hill will h e opened t o vehi cles
only as a convenience when students are moving in and out of the
dorms.
The construction workers are
preserving as many birches, pines
and firs as possible. These trees
should give added beauty to the
new buildings.
Last spring the workers and party officials prompted a Boston
newspaper to state that "Colby is
for the bird^." when they gave a
nesting woodcdck squatters rights
until the period of incubation was
completed. The construction was
halted temporarily when the bird
was found at the new KDR site.
The Wadsworth field house will
adjoin the new gym, the former of
which will undergo a complete remodeling both from without and
within. The front of the standing
athletic structure will be extended

a considerable distance and will
have a new facade so as to appear
to be a continuation ,of the new
structure.
The entire athletic complex, including the ice arena will be served
by one large and impressing main
entrance. Spacious corridors will
lead to all sections of the complex.
Squash Courts Planned
The full extension of the Wadsworth field house will have five
single and two double squash
courts, one handball court, and a
dance studio. The entire complex
will include a new intercollegiate
basketball floor and three intra
mural floors; a new eleven lap
track, topped, with a sixty yard
straight away; areas for indoor
field events; practice areas for
baseball, soccer and football; and
a 75' by 75' swimming pool (regulation size being 75' x 42') . Also included will be two levels of lockers
and showers, for women and men
respectively, a section for faculty
lockers, and a vastly improved
area for first aid and therapy,
The great size of the new athle-

CANAAN HOUSE
PAPERBACKS , STUDY GUIDES
U SED TE XTS.
10% DISCOUNT TO COLB Y STUDENTS
ON SCHOOL SUPPL IES THIS WEEK.
DISTINCTIVE GIFTS

CANAAN HOUSE
129 MAI N STREET
WATERVILLE

tic complex, including the Alfond
arena, will encompass almost three
acres and extend for almost a fifth
of a mile in length. The new section is scheduled for completion by
June so it may be used for graduation if necessary (bad weather,
etc.) The renovation of Wadsworth
field house will begin over spring
vacation, to avoid interference with
academic year, athletic activities.
Growth Considered
In planning such an extensive
facility, the administration has considered the futu re growth o'f the
Colby Community. Although Colby
intends to remain a small liberal
arts college, there is no telling how
the concept of the size of a small
college might change in the coming; years.
The consideration that the design of the dorm complex and
field house will be a change from
the classical red brick style of
Georgian architecture which has
characterized the Colby campus
certainly caused some concern to
those who are part of or are related to the Colby community.
However, President Strider and
the special planning board agreed
upon the modification of the Georgian style.

ings with an architectural style Union, Louise Coburn and Mary
that symbolized the progressive Low dining halls will be closed) ,
extra curricular student organizathinking of today.
tion meeting rooms and would proStudent Union Distant
vide
adequate lounge space. This
The long range plans of the colprojected
program will cost about
lege show the eventual construcmillion.
$5
tion of a co-ed student structure
Another part of the present conand a classroom building, -The stustruction
program is an addition to
dent union (though hot slated for
the
Millet
Alumni house. The encompletion within the generation
tire
house
is
a copy of the library
of the present student body) will
Maine
in
China,
engender a freer rapport between
In the fall of 1967 the students
the male and female side of campus; this in refreshing co-ordina- of Colby will return to a campus
with not only added beauty and a
tion with the co-ed dorm.
Such a co-ed center would con- larger physical plant but with new
tain a bookstore, spa, post office, and beneficial athletic facilities and
co-ed dining hail, (the Roberts a closer co-educational system.

WEEJUNS*
, _^

JLJ^^

Strider has made some excellent
observations which support the
change in style. He certainly agrees
that the present campus has the
tone of harmony, balance, and
beauty. However, he indicates that
patterns, no matter how lovely, if
continued, will present a feeling of
monotony rather than harmony.
"A college, of all institutions
should reflect the changing world,
in its academic social life and in
its physical appearance."
Too rigid a symmetry would artistically detract from the harmony
and balance of our campus. We are
expanding upon a nucleus of impressive eighteenth century build-
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STERNS welcomes the class of 70
and says "hello " again to return ing classes and staff.
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SERVICES FOR COLBY.
WE REMIND Y O U O F O UR FREE
• Wra pping Packa ges For Mailin g
• Check Cashin g
• Char ge Accounts
• Sewing On Lost Buttons
COME IN AND PI CK UP YO UR FREE PEN S
AND ASH TRAYS.
COME IN BROWSE ANYTIME.
FEEL OUR MER C HANDI SE
YO U'LL LOVE IT !
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To arrive without VILLAGER
ia like not having read
"The Unbearable Bassington."
Like , preferring your steak well ,
done , or saying "hep.
" It's not
fatal. It just takes you a little
longer to catch up. To learn the
ropes . On the other hand ,
to arrive with VILLAGER is to
start off .with a defin.ite edge.,'
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ALL COLLEGE MIXER
FACES & PLACES
Tonight's Student Government
Due to a technical delay the publication of Faces & Places has been dance will begin at 9 p.m# in Runpostponed until next week when nals Union.
these booklets will be on sale in
_ _ _ *,
COFFEE HOUSE OPEN
^ the book store.
The Seraffyn Coffee House beSTU-G BUDGET
gins its second year of operation
STU-G OFFICE HOURS
this
Saturday with entertainment
According to Sol Hartman, the
President Jim Wilson has anStudent Government's treasurer, nounced that he will be in the Stu- presented by the class of 1970. The
all budget requests to Stu-G must G office in the left wing of Roberts Tree House, a dimly lit room upstairs from the cellar coffee house
l>e presented to him in writing, Union daily from 4:30 to 5:30.
will open for the first time. Drama,
itemized accounts including a. reJNFORM_AJ- MIXER
port of any sinking funds and orThe Alpha Delta Pi informal films and art shows are on the
ganization requests and allotments mixer will be held from 9 to 11 pjtn. schedule for this year.
for last year before Monday's meet- in Dunn Lounge of Runnals Union
STU-G PREVIEW
ing.
tonight.
On the agenda for the next Stu-
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dent Government meeting next
Monday night at 7:00 will be appropriations for Homecoming entertainment, appropriations for the
Student Government Dance, and
most importantly, discussion on
student representation at faculty
and trustee meetings.
GRAD RECS.
The annual graduate record examinations for entrance into graduate schools begins Oct. 29. A bulletin of information about them
can be obtained from the Dean of
the Faculty.

Review Board.
¦ 12. Fraternities may neither reA
quire nor organize pledge trips or
quest or initiate activities to be
conducted off the Colby campus!
13. A Fraternity will be held responsible for all actions of its pledge
class while engaged in pledge activities.
14. The Interfraternity Council
will not allow any hazing -which is
physically, scholastically, and/or
morally detrimental to a fraternity
pledge or group of pledges. ,
15. There will be only two parties during rushing, September 2_
and 30.

IFC ANNOUNCES
, ACADEMIC FREEDOM
(Continued from Page Three)
(Continued from Page Five)
freshmen or transfer students who
are on either scholastic or disci- turn at fullfack. Gray, a junior,
PARTYMAN PIPE CO.
plinary probation ¦will not be eligi- is not to deny the obligation of the
i
Is seeking a student representa- ble for pledging.
colleges and universities in this
Between Watervill e and Fairfield
tive at Colby campus on a part
10. Withdrawal of a pledge may country to provide responsible
On Routes 201, 100 and 11
time basis. (Partyman Black be made only toy stating Oris in- leadership. Rather, it is to leaffirm
jagu ar blend, smoking accessor- tention in writing to the President this obligation. The soap box is not
Colby College Near by
ies etc.) Excellent commission of the I.F.C A pledge once with- and must not 'be a substitute for
potential,
Advertising support. drawn must wait eight weeks from the classroom. But the campuses of
COFFEE SHOP
Write for application to Party- the date of his.letter of withdrawal the nation must constantly warn
AAA
SUPERIOR
man Pipe Co., Student Rep. Div- before pledging another house.
against the misguided search for
Air Conditioned
Pool
ision, 22 East 92nd Street,
11. Penalties for the infraction of a static security. As Justice DougBrooklyn, N.Y. 11212.
Tel. 872-2735
any .rushing or pledging procedure las once said: "The fact is that
will be administered by the I.F.C . security can only be achieved
through constant change . . . There
is only an illusion of safety in a
Maginot Lint . Social forces - like
armies can .'/weep around a fixed
position and make it untenable."
Some ideas do have durability
however. The Framers of The Constitution were not afraid for men
to be free. Today we should be as
confident as Jefferson was when
he said in his First Inaugural Address: "If there be any among us
who would wish to dissolve this
Union or to change its republican
form, let them stand undisturbed
as monuments of the safety with
Since 1891 LE VINE'S has welcomed the new Freshwhich error of opinion may be tolmen an d older upperclassmen back to Colby
erated where reason is left free
to combat it."

ARNOLD MOTEL
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TO COLBY AND WATERVILLE

Come Down and Cash Your Checks —
Check Your Packages —
Make Yourself Known and —
Have a Good 66KIBBITZ"
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"Heart of Maine"
Member Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp.

Gas Tank Full ?
For The Weekend?
For The Game?
See
"COO KIE" MI CHAEL
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AlsQ since lg91 levj NE >s has been noted for their

un derstanding of college men and college styles.
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Traditional Suits and Sportcoats
RePP StriPe ^d Wool ChaUis Ties
Chinos and Corduroys fa y the Ton
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AL COREY
MU SIC CENTER
09 MAIN STREET

BO YS MEET

Howie '41
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P i c k Up V o u r F R E E B L O T T E R
with an Athletic Schedule of Colby Gam es

Ludy '27
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